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Abstract

To acquire a basic understanding of the overall arc jet behaviour and to provide engineers with certain design criteria for a
constrictor type arc jet thruster, a three- channel calculation model has been developed. The emphasis in developing this
computational method is mainly based on the physics of the convectively cooled arc in the constrictor. This model allows
performance calculations at low computer costs. The calculation results are compared with operational data of the water
cooled IRS 10 kW thruster and three radiation cooled thrusters (1.5 kW, 5 kW and 100 kW), operating on hydrogen,
nitrogen and simulated hydrazine as propellant at the IRS test facilities. The influence of boundary conditions on the
computation results is discussed.

Nomenclature c cold gas layer
t end of constrictor

A area e end of nozzle, electron
ch  total heat capacity r radial
h enthalpy A value at the centreline
I arc current

j current density Introduction
M molecular mass
Ma Mach number To reduce the number of expensive experiments and to

get more insight into the physics of a thermal arc jet, it is
m mass flux helpful to have a mathematical model. Despite the fairly
n grade of current density paraboloid simple design of such an electric thruster, the thermome-
n particle density chanical and electrothermal flow effects are extremely
p static pressure complex and even today not fully understood. Therefore,
q heat flux parallel to the experimental investigations of arc jet
9 universal gas constant thrusters since the beginning of the 60's several mathe-
r radius matical models of the flow through an arc jet were put
SG radiation and reaction losses forward. A first attempt was made in the early 60's to
T temperature model the constrictor conditions by dividing the flow in the
T, temperature of unaffected cold gas constrictor into two regions with homogenic properties [1].
v velocity Based on this idea a more complex model, the so called

co-ordinate in flow direction Dual Channel Model, was set up at the IRS, which resulted

ch  thermodiffusivity of cold gas in thrust calculations that agreed well with experimental
S throffu thrust measurements [2]. Fully three dimensional numerical

S termodiffusivity codes for the calculation of the flow through a hydrogen
E latent chemical energy thruster have been started in recent years[3,4,5], but at
0 potential function of the heat flux in the cold gas present no performance prediction can be made from these
K adiabatic exponent attempts. The first results show that there are still many
X heat conduction coefficient problems to be solved, for example the simulation of the
E potential function of the heat flux in the anode and cathode attachment and the non-equilibrium in

transition region the flow.

p mass density In this paper a three-channel model, derived from the
Sd iy Dual Channel Model, presented in [2] is described, which

S electric conductivity is based on the knowledge gained from the experimental
Indices investigations of the constrictor conditions. Furthermore

this model calculation gives some insight into the arc be-
a arc core haviour in the constrictor and, as will be seen by com-
tr transition region parison with experimental results, this fairly crude compu-
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tational method can be used to supplement and cut down
the number of expensive experimental tests.

The Arc Jet Thruster

In a thermal arc jet the electric arc discharge increases W
the enthalpy of the propellant flowing through a supersonic
nozzle. ca li

The arc jet thruster consists of a coaxial electrode sys-
tem with the cathode rod in the centre of a high pressure
chamber, while the anode resembles the walls of the throat
and the nozzle. In a properly working thruster the electric '
arc burns through the centre of the nozzle throat. It attaches
the cathode at the tip and the anode at the downstream end
of the throat or in the expansion part of the nozzle. Fig 2 Image of the Arc in the Constrictor taken with a

The gaseous propellant is injected into the chamber CCD camera at the IRS [6]
usually with an azimuthal flow component in order to set up
an arc stabilising swirl and to rotate the anode attachment the arc current, cathode cooling, the pressure, shape, size
to avoid local overheating (Fig 1). and consumption of the gas flow around the cathode,

A part of the injected propellant builds up the arc col- cannot be predicted at present. It may vary between about
umn, while another part flows around this hot core. This 0.5 mm2 to about 1.5 mm2 for arc currents of 10-100 A at a
behaviour is shown in Fig. 2, where an image of the arc pressure of about 1 bar. The voltage drop of the cathode
inside the constrictor of a water cooled 10 kW thruster can vary between a few to about 20 Volts. The conditions
taken with a CCD camera is shown [6]. Within the cylin- within the constrictor region may be sufficiently described
drical nozzle throat the arc diameter increases downstream, by an arc column within an axial flow field superposed with
because a part of the surrounding cold gas is heated up by a swirl. The axial flow causes strong convection of the arc
the arc through radial heat conduction and radiation core. Therefore within the arc core the Joule heat is radially
absorption and then convected downstream. In the nozzle conducted to the outer arc edge and from there on more and
the thermal energy is converted into directed kinetic more axially convected downstream. A part of the electric
energy, energy input is radiated out and heats up the constrictor

In spite of the relatively simple thruster design the arc walls. As a consequence of this heat transport, the arc
discharge within such a thruster device is a rather complex diameter in the constrictor increases downstream. As men-
electrothermal and gas dynamic problem, which is by no tioned above in a properly working thruster the anode at-
means fully understood. Thus the cathode attachment, tachment is at the downstream end of the constrictor or just
which describes the electric charge transfer from the gase- at the diverging part of the nozzle. The average voltage
ous plasma state to the metallic state of the solid electrode, drop at the anode can achieve values between some
cannot be conclusively described. Today one assumes as negative volts to more than plus 15 V. The anode attach-
electron emission mechanism a combination of thermionic ment is still an unsolved problem. First attempts to model
and field emission from the cathode. Additional electrons this part has been made [7].
were created by ionisation processes within the cathode In the diverging part of the nozzle the flow expands and
sheath. The size of the attachment area, which depends on the energy is converted into thrust. Due to the low

Reynolds-Number, a large boundary layer has to be ex-
/ , pected and recombination reactions take place. The plasma

is not expected to be in thermal and chemical equilibrium
due to the high velocity and the low pressure in the

Anoe expansion part of the nozzle. This has to be accounted for,
Arc A

( )  if numerical simulations of the flow through such a device
Chambe is to be done. Numerical codes are under development at

Cathod ..e (- the IRS and elsewhere [3,4,5]. Two codes are currently
... - - under qualification, comparing the calculated results

, against experimental data obtained with the IRS 10 kW
SMARC thruster [3,8]. The development of the codes is

-currently based on pure hydrogen as propellant.
For this purpose a simplified model was developed,

where the main emphasis was put on modelling the flow
inside the constrictor and the expansion is treated as a one-
dimensional flow under frozen flow conditions.

Arc Chamber contrictor Expansion Nozzle

Fig 2: Schematic of an Arc Jet
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Theoretical Modelling, the Three - Channel Model much heavier ions. The simplified electron energy equation

reduces therefore to the Elenbaas-Heller equation.
The performance of a thermal arc jet thruster is strongly

determined by the processes in the constrictor. The main Id dT, j2
energy input into the propellant takes place in the + S, =O (1)
constrictor and the supersonic flow can be approximated by r dr dr a
frozen flow conditions due to the low density and the high
gas velocity in that part of the nozzle. It is assumed that the SG is the sum of the reaction and radiation loss. In order
anode attachment is just at or behind the downstream end of to calculate the temperature distribution in the arc column
the constrictor and that this attachment has no significant this energy equation is solved by assuming a parabolic
influence on the overall behaviour of the thruster, because current distribution of the grade n.
the pressure decreases rapidly and therefore the coupling
between electrons and the heavy particles becomes weaker. r n
Therefore the flow modelling is concentrated on the = j 1- (2)
behaviour in the constrictor and the expansion process is r
treated as a quasi one-dimensional flow under frozen flow
conditions.

With this "Three- Channel" approach the flow in the j is the current density in the centre of the arc and fol-
constrictor is divided into three parts (see Fig. 3), which are lows from
separated by constant temperature lines.

* The hot current conducting arc column characterised r2 n
by ohmic heating and heat conduction and radiation loss. I= 27 jrdr = itr j (3)

* The transition channel surrounding the current con- o n+2
ducting channel. This channel is not current conducting and
dissociation reactions are dominant. The boundary between The axial voltage drop can vary along the axis but is
these layers is set to 7000 K. taken as constant over the cross section and therefore the

* The cold gas channel surrounding the transition electrical field Ez is independent of the radius. Now one
channel by a cold gas layer with a uniform temperature. gets from j =j =  Ez :

For the calculation of a water cooled thruster this tem-
perature was set to 270 K. To calculate a radiation cooled
thruster this temperature must be taken much higher- of the j(r) . j -const.
order of 700-1500 K. )

The energy equations for each channel are solved
separately to get the two dimensional temperature distri-
bution inside the constrictor. The model is developed for With this simplification and with eqn. (3) one obtains
hydrogen as propellant and has been extended to nitrogen the energy equation after two integrations

and a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen to simulate hy-
drazine by exchanging the thermal properties. TI (n+2 I r2 i 4 ( r(5)

T n r, 4 (n + 2)2

With this equation one can calculate the temperature
Sprofile numerically inside the arc column. The dimension-

_ less value !(r) describes the radiation losses [9]. The in-
fluence of this term is discussed later.

...... 4 l S ]
T. - T. . f[

(=. {.:f#}. ^()=-J-J rdr (6)
Fig. 3: Schematic of the Constrictor Condition r o j

a) The Hot Arc Column The maximum temperature at the centreline can be
calculated from eq 5, taking as one integration limit the

The governing energy equations are those of the heavy contour limit Ta at a given arc radius ra
particles and the electrons. Since the electron gas is directly
affected by ohmic heating and since it is electrostatically - T= (n+2( 2 'i 4
coupled to the positively charged ions, the convective oj. dT= +--2 - n1  +2-(r)
energy of the electrons can be neglected against that of the 2 n r ( 2 )
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The radial heat flux by heat conduction from the hot arc The boundary ra for a known rc of the current conduct-

column to the transition channel follows from: ing channel can be iteratively calculated from the expres-
sion

q,(r a)= - S, dr (8) (
dr r a , = re exp- E (15)

to
The velocity in this region is assumed to change linearly

1 I 2  n+2 } r with temperature between the speed of sound at the inner
q, (ra) = 2rr - Srdr. (9) boundary and the cold gas velocity at the outer boundary. It

0 2r n is in terms of the Mach Number

The velocity in the arc core is assumed to be the speed {Ma) Ma(r,)-Ma(r ) (16)
of sound under isothermal conditions. Ma, =  Ma(r) - (T,-T) (16)

b) The Transition Region

The energy equation for the transition region is given by c) The Cold Gas Layer
eqn. (10) under the assumption that the radial velocity is
low compared to axial ones and that the axial temperature It is assumed that the main part of the cold gas layer is
gradient is low compared to the radial one. Convection and completely unaffected and that the radial heat flux is
radiation losses are neglected. "deposited" on the axial flowing cold gas in a small layer

around the transition region and convected downstream.

1 dT Thus the cold gas layer decreases downstream. The energy
S-- rk- = 0 (10) equation of the heavy particle mixture in this region is

r dr [ dr J given by:

The radial heat flux is completely conducted through a 1 a f T'
the transition region into the cold gas layer. The heat flux in PVz  h = r  (17)
the transition region is given by the heat flux from the arc r r or
core at ra by

Now it is shown ,how one determines the arc boundary
dT rc, by means of a semiempirical approach which is basedr k . =C=-rq,(r)=-req,(r)=-rq,(r) (11) first on the solution of eqn. (17) and second on the

knowledge of the radial heat flux from the arc core to the
After a separation of the variables and integration one surrounding cold gas layer.

obtains In order to calculate now the cold gas boundary rc along
the centre axis z, one must solve the above energy transport

r r equation for the cold gas region, in which the enthalpy h
dT= -rq,(r)f d ln r (12) can be written as

h =- 2 +cT c,T (18)
Introducing a potential function for the heat flux. 2

T where
O= fXdT (13)

c = 2 +P +-E (19)
Dt 2 at

the radial temperature distribution in this channel can be
derived from the energy equation. It is and in terms of the Mach number and by neglecting

chemical reactions within the low temperature in the cold

r (14) gas, one gets, - E) = r q, (r ) In r (14) gas, one gets

Ch, - - 1+ Ko a (20)
Ko -1 2 M o
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To solve the energy equation, a potential function is %

introduced by setting X= (30)
PCh

D(r,z) = r(T-T. (21) stands for the thermodiffusivity of the cold gas at the
edge of the arc core.

and in good approximation, one obtains The differential equation (29) must now be solved for a
small transition region and for the cold gas layer around the

a _ (T arc core under the condition, that a radial "heat flux" given
S = rk (22) by

ar ar

as long as - = rq, (31)
ar

aT (T- T.)T- >>(T (23) with
ar r

JT
ax q,= - (32)

and >> -(T- T.) (24) ar
aT

affects this outer layer or medium. The solution of eqn.
Both relations a) and b) can be considered valid since at 29 under these conditions is now similar to that given by

the edge r>rc within the cold gas region the following Landau and Lifschitz [10]. One therefore obtains as solu-
conditions are always fulfilled as long as AT = T- T_ is tion
taken small enough but finite.

Introducing ( into eq (17) one therefore obtains for ther . . (r-r,) (33)

right side of the energy equation - r--4) r ,P 4X(t-r)

1 r T 1 2 lo If one considers the solution after a short " time" T such,

r r , rJ r r 2  that within the integration interval 0 .. ' the "heat flux"

{-r- can be taken as constant, one obtains
Correspondingly, the left side of eq (17) can be written cn

[9] in good approximation by

® - I = r_ , f ex J - d (34)

a (chT)= c'- (26)( --- )
az h r az and with the substitution

According to eqn (17), (25) and (26) one therefore
writes the energy equation in the form (r - rc)

x (35)

v- = - = 2  (27)
az pc, ar it is

or, if one introduces the "time derivation" by ar )2)

Q-Q.=-- (r-r) 2 y(x) (36)

r = -z (28)
Vz where

eq. 27 can be replaced by 1 exp(-x) 2

y(x)= x (37)

=X r-(29) r

where and according to integral tables y(x) is given by
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1 e-j The Mass Flow Rate

y(x) = erf(x)- 1+ - (38)
5 x The three channels are linked together assuming constant

pressure within a constrictor cross section and by conser-
where the variable x follows by vation of the total mass.

=r-r vz (rr (39) = (, + t.) +m,

24 XT  V 4 X 2 z - = Ma rdr+v.c P (r -rf (46)

This variable is now equal to the inverse function of eqn - M 7-
(38) which can be very well approximated by

x(y)= 1.506254{ 1-0.570125 nlyl -0.981574 (40) The Transport Properties of the Propellant

within the range of interest. To calculate the flow inside the constrictor it is neces-
sary to know the transport properties, especially the thermal

From eq (31) it follows and electrical conductivity of the propellant in a tem-
perature range from 300 K up to several 10000 K. The

S(r ) thermal conductivity and the electrical conductivity are
T(r-r ;z-z 0 ) - T_ = rq rry(x) (41) calculated according to [11]. This calculation is based on a

r number density calculation which must be done for each
temperature and pressure. The number density calculation

The channel contour is now characterised by a curve of the propellant is based on the law of mass action. For
along which T(r,z) is constant hydrogen the plasma species are calculated as functions of

temperature and pressure with the method developed by
T(r-r 0 ; z - z) - T_ = AT = const. (42) Frie [12]. The equilibrium reaction coefficients for nitrogen

are taken from [13]. For the mixture as propellant the

One now assumes AT to be small enough such that it is particles are separated according to Daltons law in nitrogen
AT i , thand hydrogen and the particle distribution are calculated for

-<Ci, which is a necessary requirement for the solution of hydrogen and nitrogen as described above. With this-«I, hydrogen and nitrogen as described above. With this

eqn 17. The temperature 7T stands for the cold gas particle distribution the thermal and electrical conductivity
is calculated according to Yos [11]. Using this procedure

temperature near the throat wall. the reactions between nitrogen and hydrogen are neglected,
If one replaces in eqn (39) the quantity L in terms of but the collisions between the species are considered in the

the Mach number of the cold gas calculation of the thermal conductivity.
Fig .4 shows an example for the thermal conductivity at

S } ~ ~ I bar and Fig. 5 shows the electrical conductivity at 1 bar.
v_ 1 2 2 P

- _K -+ Ma 2 Ma - (43)
4 80 Ko M T 16- Hydrogen

Nitrogen
one obtains the so-called contour formula 12--

, I Mixture N2+2H2

-' =- i +Ma Ma -f (44) 8

8[E K-1 J M , re x*

The velocity in the cold gas layer is described by a u -

quasi-one-dimensional flow theory under adiabatic condi- - I
tions. This formula is independent of the fact that the mass 0
flow rate in the cold gas layer decreases steadily in the . 0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000
favour of the inner high temperature zone. Temperature [K]

Fig 4: Thermal Conductivity versus Temperature at 1 bar

v2 - 2 -1 = 0 (45)
K- l P, P)
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SH procedure is repeated until one of the following condition is

S10 ydr ogen  fulfilled.
o 10000-
> Nitrogen 1) At the constrictor end the sonic velocity in the cold

8000 Mixture N2+2H2 /gas channel is not achieved or is achieved before the end of
S>/ the constrictor. In that case the input parameters (pressure.

t; 6000 pressure 1 bor / step size parameter) have to be corrected.
' 2) The sonic velocity near the constrictor end is
S4000-- achieved, this result is taken as a solution.

S/ With this model the thermal properties at the constrictor
o 2000- / end for a given cold gas enthalpy in the arc chamber can be

determined at n discrete radial points.

0 1000020000300004000050000Arc Voltage

Temperature [K]
Fig 5: Electrical Conductivity versus temperature for 1 bar For arc jet thrusters the input power is the most impor-

tant value, because this value is limited for a certain mis-
For hydrogen as propellant the influence of the radiation sion. Plasma thrusters are current controlled devices,

loss from the hot arc core was investigated. Thus it was therefore in the described model the electric current is an
necessary to include the radiated power in the solution of input value and not the power. To estimate the power,
the energy equation as described in the section "The hot arc belonging to a current value, voltage calculation is included
column". The total radiated power for an optical thin in the model.
plasma consists of the free-free, the free-bound and the To calculate the voltage drop through the constrictor
bound-bound radiation. This radiated power was calculated, length an energy balance approach was used. One gets for
and including these radiation losses in the model the voltage
calculation of the arc core one gets an upper limit for the
radiation losses because of reabsortion was neglected. The,
lower limit of the influence of the radiation loss is the 2 pvh -7r pv
calculation without radiation loss. J J

The results of this investigation showed that the tem- U = _ 2z 0 Z = (47)
perature of the arc core was lowered to about 10-15%. I
Considering radiation losses led to a reduction of the ra-
dially conducted heat flux from the hot arc core of less than
10 %, the effect on the thrust was less than 2%. Thus these Since the voltage drop of the cathode, the anode and the

terms are neglected in the following performance voltage drop in the expansion part of the nozzle is not

calculations. considered in this approach the calculated voltage is ex-
pected be lower than the voltage which adjusts itself in a

Calculation Procedure in the Constrictor thruster.

The Thrust Calculation
As starting conditions for the calculation procedure one

needs besides the geometry of the thruster the current, the
total mass flow rate, the temperature of the cold gas layer, From the calculatiio model in the constrictor one get
the pressure at the cathode tip and an estimated area for the the thermodynamic conditions of the propellant at the end

of the constrictor at n+1 discrete points. To calculate thecathode attachment point. In a first step one prescribes a the constrictor at nl is e p s o c e
starting value for the boundary of the arc contour ra. With thrust from these values the expansion process is modelled

under the following conditions: No energy exchange nor-
this value the pressure and the cold gas velocity are under the following conditions: No energy exchange nor-

mal to the flow direction and no friction effects are ac-
calculated. Then the maximum temperature in the centre

calculated. Then the maximum temperature in the centre counted for and the flow is taken to be under frozen flow
and the radial heat flux are determined and from the heatn

conditions. Under these assumptions the expansion flow
flux potential in the transition channel one gets the cn n nde es assuptio e expansion fl

can be modelled as an isentropic quasi one dimensional
corrected ra. Knowing the arc boundary for a given cold gas flow.
boundary, the whole temperature profile inside the ow.b y, te wl t e pil inside te The diverging part of the nozzle is now separated in n
constrictor and thus the mass flow in each channel can be The diverging part of the nozzle is now separated in n
calculated. With this result the pressure and the velocity in independent stream tube, each with the area A. For every
the cold gas layer can be corrtedstream tube the gas velocity, the temperature and the pres-

n a net sep w te deerne rc e corretg sure at the constrictor exit are known. One obtains now on
In a next step with the determined r, the corresponding 1distance (z-z) is c lted for a smal starting e (r- the basis of isentropic conditions according to the Bernoulli

distance (z-z ) is calculated for a small starting value ((r- equation for the velocity ratio between the nozzle end and
r)/r) using the contour formula. Thus one gets the next equation for the velocity ratio between the nozzle end and
rc)/r ) using the contour formula. Thus one gets the next the constrictor end of the ar column and the transition
point rc of the cold gas layer. For this new point in z - di- the constctor end of the arc column and the transition
rection the described procedure is repeated and the condi- reon for each strea tub
tions at these new points are determined. Thus one gets step
by step the flow condition inside the constrictor. This
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S ,-I' 1 [g/s] 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

V, _ 3K, - 2Ki p Current [A] 50.9 151.1 52.5 128.4SV , 1  (48) Arc Chamber Pressure 892 1227 1384 1668
3., ' ' 1 [mbar] ____

measured Thrust [N] 0.630 0.838 0.882 1.165
and for the cold gas layer Calculated Thrust [N] 0.677 0.897 1.079 1.260

discrepancy [N] 0.04 0.059 0.1967 0.095
- -- -- _ measured Voltage [V] 163.1 142.2 201.4 175.1

c + 1 2 p o calculated Voltge [V] 117.0 105.3 155.3 129.3
V. c = _ 1 .-- - . (49) discrepancy [V] 46.1 36.9 46.1 45.8
vt. K -1 K-1 p,

t.c K - Table 1: Comparison of the Measured and the Calcu-
lated Operation Points for Hydrogen as Propellant

Due to the constant mass flow rate in one stream tube,
one gets for the area at the nozzle end, which is the sum namic properties inside the arc chamber and in the centre of
over all stream tubes, the constrictor are knowri from measurements.

The thruster is described in details in [15]. The main

A geometric properties are :
Ae.orat = +  (50) Constrictor radius: rt=1. 2 5 mm

P( , + 1  2  , Kc  Constrictor length: 1=5 mm

P) -1 Kc +1 p) ) Exit area/throat area: Ae/At=100

A, Table I shows the calculated thrust compared with
measurements of the TT1 thruster for some edge points

i=2 with hydrogen as propellant. The calculated thrust is higher
Pe Ki - <Pc than the measured one but the discrepancy is low despite
p) -  3K,-l, the crude mathermatical model. One reason for the over

Spredicted thrust may be given by the fact that as pressure at

From this equation the pressure at the nozzle end can be the cathode tip the measured pressure inside the arc

determined and with that the velocity profile can be chamber is used. But due to flow effects this pressure is to

calculated. be lowered. As expected the calculated voltage is much

The thrust as an integral value is calculated according to lower than the measured one because the anode and
cathode voltage drop and the voltage drop in the expansion
part of the nozzle are neglected. It shows the same negative

T= 27cfpv rdr+ tp, v,(r2 - )+ tp,r ,2 . (51) characteristic as the measured voltage and the difference is
0 about 40 V with this propellant and thruster.

The results of the operation point 50 A and 0.1 g/s will
be presented in more detail. In Fig. 6 the development of

Results, Comparison with Experiments the channel boundaries are shown. It can be seen that the
arc diameter increases much steeper near the cathode than
further downstream. The increase of the heated mass flow

With the described model thrust calculations of arc jet i ner onsta . 7he en of the constrto
th r cn .d Th c i is nearly constant (Fig. 7). But at the end of the constrictor

thrusters can be conducted. The calculation results are
re e dt the R r . more than 60 % of the propellant is still not directly af-

compared with experimental data of the IRS arc jet family. fected by the heating.
The detailed comparison is concentrated on the IRS 10 kW i the

In Fig. 8 the calculated temperature profile is comparedwater cooled and the IRS 10 kW radiation cooled thrusters .
S with the measured electron and excitation temperature

because a lot of experimental data [6,14] are available.
These thrusters are well suited to validate theoretical model
calculations [5,8]. E1.25

a) Water Cooled Thrusters o 0 75

05

The model was developed on the experience gained _U025 100 rn/s Hydrogen r
with a water cooled TT1 thruster at the IRS. For this : Curren 50.9 A
thruster the overall data are well known over a wide range c  0o
of parameters and different propellants. The thermody- U  0 2 4 6

Arc Length [mm]
Fig.6: Boundary of the arc channels
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profiles in the centre of the constrictor, which were 1
measured as described in [6]. In the arc core the model is cold gas
based on the electron temperature so that this temperature is 0.8
the more important one for a comparison. Both measured -
temperatures are lower at the centre and in the shape than o 0.6-- 100 mg/s Hydrogen
the calculated equilibrium temperature, but the edge of the . Current 50.9 A
arc column is given quite well by the model comparing the cn 0.4--
measured electron temperature with the calculated one. tronsition re io
This indicates that the calculation of the arc radius is E 0.2
accurate and theoretically well- founded. Due to the higher -- - -. .

centreline temperature the contribution of the hot arc core 0 Orc core
to the thrust is larger in the calculation than in the 0 2 4 6
experiment, which results in a higher calculated thrust. rc length [mm]
Contrary to this behaviour, due to frozen flow conditions at
the expansion process, the expansion flow is underesti- Fig 7 Calculated mass flow fractions in the constrictor

mated by this model.
The higher centreline temperature indicates that the heat m [g/sl 0.2 0.3 0.4

flux into the transition region is in reality larger than the Current [A] 53.6 61.3 51.8
modelled one. This may be due to the influence of Arc Chamber Pressure [mbar] 965.2 1346 1441
convective cooling and, as mentioned, due to radiation measured Thrust [N] 0.698 0.911 1.364
losses, which are not considered for the two inner channels. Calculated Thrust [N] 0.686 0.994 1.751
The calculated temperature profiles have a significant discrepancy [N] 0.012 0.083 0.387
plateau caused by dissociation reactions in the transition measured Voltage [V] 114.9 130.0 146.1
region. calculated Voltage [V1  63.0 74.5 93.56

20000 discrepancy [V] 51.9 55.5 52.54

S16000 100 mg/s Hydrogen Table 2: Comparison of the Measured and the Calcu-
S1600Current 50 A lated Operation Points for Hydrogen- Nitrogen Mixture as

. 12000 calculated equilibrium Propellant

temperoture - 1.25

d 8000 E. 8000 meosured electron

Stemperature 075
4000.. measure

hydrogen exitotion 0.5______
temperature ' 30( mg/s N2+2H2

0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.25rrent 61 A
Constrictor radius [mm] 0

Fig 8 Comparison of the Calculated and the Measured 0 2 4
Temperature Profiles in the Centre of the Constrictor for constrictor length

Hydrogen as Propellant Fig 9 Boundary of the Arc Channels

Hydrogen-Nitrogen Mixture as propellant 1

Table 3 shows a comparison of the calculated and the ,. cold gos
measured thrust for the hydrogen (66.6 % vol)- nitrogen c 0.8- ..
(33.3% vol.) mixture as propellant for three different mass ---

flow rates. With this propellant the discrepancy is low de- O 0.6-
spite of the very crude model. As with pure hydrogen as 300 mg/s N2+2H2

propellant the calculated voltage is lower for the same L 0.4- Current 63.1 A

reasons. The discrepancy is about 50 V. o
E transition regionThe results of the operation point 63.5 A and 0.3 g/s 0.2-

will be presented in more detail, because at this operation . ... .

point temperature measurements in the centre of the con- 0 a-ore core
strictor are available so that a direct comparison will be 0 2 4 6
possible. In Fig. 9 the development of the channel Constrictor length [mm]
boundaries are shown. It is shown that the dimensions of Cc t ss o r
the arc core and the transition regions are comparable to
those of pure hydrogen. At the end of the constrictor more In Fig. 11 the calculated temperature profile is com-
.than 70 % of the propellant is still not directly affected by pared with the measured hydrogen excitation temperature
the heating at this operation point (Fig 10). profile as described in [16]. Measurements of the electron

temperature, which are more suitable for a comparison are
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currently not available. As in the case with pure hydrogen I [g/s] 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3
the measured temperature is lower than the calculated Current [A] 55.0 61.5 198.2 65.1
equilibrium temperature, but the width of the hot arc core Arc Chamber Pressure 516.9 683.9 1436 725
and the transition channel is nearly the same. Thus, the [mbar]
contribution of the cold gas layer, which is the dominant measured Thrust [NJ 0.460 0.696 1.187 0.616
part, is determined quite well by the model and the calcu- Calculated Thrust N] 0.439 0.590 1.063 0.589
lated thrust agrees well with the measured one. dir [N] 00 01 0.1 0.

discrepancy [N] 0.021 0.106 0.124 0.027
30000- , measured Voltage [V] 79.78 85.4 78.23 81.5

I *"% 3 0 mg/s N2+2H2 calculated Voltage [V] 29.49 28.6 44.4 36.28

S20000 - C rrent 6C A discrepancy [V] 50.29 56.8 33.8 45.22

2 calculate equilibiJ m Table 3: Comparison of the Measured and the Calcu-
emperot re lated Operation Points for Nitrogen as Propellant

10oooo00
E / 1.25

1 0 m easure h r' --
exitotion tempera .. | "1--- _----

0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 
0- 75

radial position [mm] 0.5 r

Fig 11 Comparison of the Calculated and the Measured _ 0.25 umre i55troge
Temperature Profiles in the Centre of the Constrictor for
Hydrogen- Nitrogen Mixture as Propellant 2 4 6'

Nitrogen as Propellant Constrictor Length [mm]
Fig 12: Boundary of the Arc Channels for Nitrogen as

Because nitrogen is a part of two very interesting pro- Propellant
pellants, hydrazine and ammonia, experiments have been 1-
performed with this propellant. Therefore the model was
extended to pure nitrogen and some test calculations were 0.8 cold gas
done. Table 3 shows a comparison of the calculated and §
measured thrust for nitrogen as propellant. With this pro- 0.6--
pellant the calculated thrust as well as the calculated volt- 0 200 mg/s Nitrogen
age are lower than the measured one. It is questionable , 0.4. Current 50 A
whether the arc attachment is in the expansion part of the Q
nozzle with this propellant at the investigated mass flow E 0.2 trnsitio region
rates, which is an assumption of the model. The current -*-
distribution measurements showed that most of the current 0 arc core
is conducted into the constrictor segment. O0

The results of the operation point 50 A and 0.2 g/s will 4
be presented in more detail. Temperature measurements are Constrictor Length [mm]
not available so that a direct comparison is not possible. In Fig 13: Calculated Mass Flow Fractions in the Constrictor
Fig. 12 the development of the channel boundary is for Nitrogen as Propellant
depicted. It is shown that the dimensions of the arc core are
larger and the transition regions are smaller than with the 25000
two other propellants. At the end of the constrictor more 200 mg/s Nitrogen
than 70 % of the propellant is still not directly affected by 7 20000 Current 50 A

the arc heating at the investigated operation point (Fig. 13). 15000
The calculated voltage is significantly lower. Thus the nd of the constrictor
feasibility of this model for this propellant is questionable, 10000
but it gives the right trend. E C r o
Fig 14 shows the temperature profiles at the constrictor end Q 5000- constrictor
and in the centre of the constrictor. One can see the
decrease in centre line temperature and the increase of the 0
radii due to heat conduction. Compared with temperature 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
measurements of Tahara [17] (ca 12000 K) obtained with a Constrictor radius [mm]
comparable nitrogen thruster the calculated centreline Fig 14: Calculated Temperature Profiles in the Centre and
temperature seems also too be to high. at the End of the Constrictor
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Radiation Cooled Thruster Calculations constrictor, are used to calculate the expansion process and
therefore the thrust.

The three- channel model was developed on the expe- With these changes the calculation was started and the
rience obtained with a water cooled thruster. In such results are presented in Table 4 for hydrogen as propellant.
thrusters the temperature of the cold gas layer can be as- As can be seen the calculated thrust agrees well with the
sumed to be the known wall temperature of the thruster. In measured one.
a radiation cooled thrusters due to the regeneratively
cooling effect [14] the temperature of the cold gas layer is m [g/s] 0.11 0.085 0.058
not known exactly and must be estimated. Another problem Current [A) 41 51 57
is the lack of available measurement for the arc chamber Line Feed Pressure [mbar] 1966 1739 1381
pressure, which is an input value for the model, used pressure [mbar] 750 700 570
Nevertheless it was tested whether the model can be used measured Thrust [N] 0.639 0.572 0.45
for thrust calculations of radiation cooled thrusters. First Calculated Thrust [N] 0.652 0.579 0.471
calculations were done to compare calculation results with discrepancy [N] 0.13 0.007 0.021
operational results obtained with the IRS radiation cooled measured VoltaNe V. 127 108 92
5-20 kW thruster 114,15]. This thruster has the same nozzle masured Voltage [V] 127 108 92
geometry as the water cooled device. In a second stepted Voltage 82.9 79.1 72.6
operational points obtained with the 1.5 kW IRS-ARTUS discrepancy [V] 44.1 28.9 19.4

thruster with pure hydrogen and the mixture as propellant Table 4: Comparison of the Measured and the Calcu-
were compared. A last comparison is done with the first test lated Operation Points for Hydrogen as Propellant, Radia-
results of the 100 kW radiation cooled thruster. This tion Cooled 5-20 kW Thruster
thruster allows the measurement of the arc chamber pres-
sure, so that in this case the calculation is based only on Calculations were made with the mixture as propellant
measured values. and the results were compared with operational character-

For the test calculation the temperature of the cold gas istics of this thruster. As can be seen in table 5 the differ-
layer was set to 770-1370 K, depending on the specific ence between the calculated and the measured thrust is less
power level of the operation point. It was assumed that the than 10%. The discrepancy in voltage is lower than with the
cold gas was heated up convectively inside the thruster and water cooled thruster.
has a temperature of the body of the thruster near the
injection holes. The pressure inside of the arc chamber was m [mg/s] 329 232 171 200 300
taken from comparable operational points with the water Current [A) 47 52 56 58.27 125.6
cooled thruster. First calculations showed that due to the pressure used [mbar] 1200 1100 980 1.05 2000
much higher heat conduction coefficient of the cold gas Temperature [K] 670 770 870 770 970
(factor 3 between 250 K and 900 K for hydrogen ), the measured Thrust [N] 1.025 0.859 0.727 0.826 1.685
boundary of the cold gas region attaches to the constrictor Calculated Thrust 1.061 0.882 0.763 0.840 1.53
wall before the end of the constrictor. [N]

Thus, to do calculations for a radiation cooled thruster, dy N 023 0036 0.155discrepancy [N] 0.036 0.023 0.036 0.014 0.155
the model has to be extended. It is questionable whether in measured Voltage 113 99 91 91.0 106
a radiation cooled thruster a cold gas layer, which is not
directly affected by heat conduction, as seen with a water - -

cooled thruster, exists at the end of the constrictor. In a calculated Voltage 679 660 63.4 655 88.5
radiation cooled nozzle at the beginning of the constnctor [V]
the temperature of the propellant is lower than the wall discrepancy [V] 45.1 33 27.6 25.5 17.7
temperature. Consequently, a heat flux exists from the wall Table 5: Comparison of the Measured and the Calculated
into the cold gas. Additionally, the gas is heated due to heat Operation Points for Hydrogen Nitrogen Mixture as pro-
conduction from the arc core. The model is based on a pellant, Radiation Cooled 5 kW Thruster
heating of the cold gas layer which is conducted axially
downstream and on the heat transfer through the transition To show the feasibility of the model on other thruster
region. If the cold gas, which is not directly affected by types, test calculation for the IRS 1.5 kW thruster were
heat conduction, no longer exists the model assumes that conducted for hydrogen and for the mixture as propel-
the whole heat flux from the transition channel is conducted lant.The thruster is described in detail in [18]. The main
radially into the anode wall. The constnctor wall geometric properties are:
temperature is taken as constant within this model. This Constrictor radius: rt=0.4 mm
means that the conditions inside the constrictors cannot
change due to the given radial heat flux potential between Constrictor length: 1=0.75 mm
the wall and the arc core, respectively the transition region. Exit area/throat area: Ae/At= 40 0

This condition is included in the Three- Channel Model, if
radiation cooled thrusters are calculated. The conditions of A comparison with the experimental results is shown in
the critical point, which is achieved inside of the of the Table 6 and 7. It is demonstrated that the model can be

used for this thruster too. The discrepancy in thrust is very
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low, the calculated voltage shows the same behaviour as hm [mg/s] 200 250 300 300
with the larger thruster type. For the calculation a pressure Current [A] 162.8 226.1 372.6 767.0
value was used which was about 0,5....1 bar lower than the arc chamber pressure 838.1 1086 1348.4 1587.
measured line feed pressure. [mbar]

rh [mg/s] 22.5 15.0 17.5 8.0 measured Thrust [N] 1.76 2.42 3.16 4.06

Current [A] 11.2 13.4 12.2 18.1 Calculated Thrust [N] 1.72 2.28 2.92 4.00

pressure used 2110 1700 2000 950 discrepancy [N] 0.02 0.20 0.24 0.06

measured Thrust [N] 0.175 0.135 0.159 0.075 measured Voltage [V] 121.9 132.8 135.2 130.2

Calculated Thrust [N] 0.178 0.137 0.155 0.076 calculated Voltage [V] 104.6 115.6 108.2 122.7

discrepancy [N] 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.001 discrepancy [V] 17.3 17.2 27 7.2

measured Voltage [V] 133.5 112.0 122.6 82.7 Table 8: Comparison of the Measured and the Calculated
calculated Voltage [V] 93.0 89.3 99.4 53.7 Operation Points for Hydrogen as Propellant, Radiation
discrepancy [V] 40.5 22.79 23.2 29 Cooled 100 kW Thruster

Table 6: Comparison of the Measured and the Calculated
Operation Points for Hydrogen as Propellant, Radiation Conclusions
Cooled 1.5 kW Thruster

A three- channel model to calculated thermal arc jets
th [m-/s - 47.3 31.1 46.5 26.3 operational characteristic has been presented. It is shown
m t[mg/s] 14. 1.1 4 2. that the thrust for water cooled as well as for radiation
Current [A] 14.6 18.2 12 12.0 cooled thrusters could be predicted within 10 %. By ne-
pressure used 2800 2.0 2700 1800 glecting convection and radiation in the arc core and in the
measured Thrust [N] 0.235 0.170 0.222 0.140 transition region and by assuming laminar flow the
Calculated Thrust [N] 0.219 0.157 0.215 0.144 calculated temperature in the constrictor is higher than the
discrepancy [N] 0.016 0.013 0.007 0.004 measured one. But because the ratio of the cold gas to
measured Voltage [V] 103.9 82.5 107.8 88.4 thrust is quite large, this has no significant effect on the
calculated Voltage [V] 67.8 46.1 72.8 59.2 calculated thrust. The voltage calculation and thus the

discrepancy [V] 36.1 36.4 35 29.2 power is under predicted because the anode and cathode
effects are not considered, but the tendency of the measured

Table 7: Comparison of the Measured and the Calculated as well as the calculated voltage is the same.
Operation Points for the Mixture as Propellant, Radiation This new semiempirical method cannot fully replace
Cooled 1.5 kW Thruster experimental performance measurements of an arc jet but it

allows a rigorous performance mapping of such a device. It
Additionally the model was checked against the first enables therefore the reduction of the number of

measurement results of the IRS radiation cooled High Park experiments and allows the prediction of performance
thruster [19]. The thruster was designed for 100 kW trends for different thruster geometries. This methode can
electrical power for pure hydrogen as propellant. With this be used for water cooled as well as for radiation cooled
thruster it is possible to measure the pressure inside the arc thrusters.
chamber, so that a verification of the model can be done
depending only on measured data.The main geometry of Literature:
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